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IBOR Reform
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What we’ll cover today
The expected discontinuation of LIBOR at the end of 2021 has a wide ranging
impact on all financial services firms with exposure to LIBOR; strategically,
operationally and financially

 Understand what is LIBOR and why it is being replaced
 Understand what the Alternative Risk Free Rates (“ARFRs”) replacing LIBOR are and
how they differ
 What are the risks and challenges of transitioning away for IBORs
 Deep dive into the what firms are doing to respond to the risks and challenges of
moving away from LIBOR
 What firms priorities should be and what first actions should be
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LIBOR: What is it?
Overview & Key Facts
The London Interbank Offered Rate is the average interbank interest rate at
which panel banks on the London money market are prepared to lend to one
another
It is calculated by the ICE Benchmark Administration Ltd (“IBA”) & published on each
working day at 11.55am GMT by Refinitiv
Contributing banks are asked ‘At what rate could you BORROW funds were you to do
so by asking for & then accepting INTER-BANK OFFERS in a reasonable market size
just prior to 11am?’
It is produced for five currencies (GBP, USD, EUR, CHF, JPY) & seven tenors
(overnight/ spot next, 1 week, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months & 12
months)
It is the rate of interest on a fixed term maturity, set now & paid at the end of
the term
Between 11 & 16 panel banks for each currency submit their rates based on
transactions, transaction derived data & expert judgement
The published rate is the trimmed mean of the individual submissions
© 2020 Deloitte LLP. All rights reserved

Financial Products & Users
LIBOR is widely used in a broad range of global financial products & contracts
estimated to be worth $350 trillion (~4 x Global GDP) on a gross notional basis

Product Types
OTC & ETD
Derivatives

Market Participants
Investment
Banks

Government
Sponsored
Enterprise
(GSE)

Central
Counterparties
(CCPs)

Hedge Funds

Retail Banks

Asset Managers

Corporations

Exchanges

Pension Funds

Insurance/
Reinsurance

Commercial
Banks

Supranationals

Securitised
Products
Bonds & Floating
Rate Notes (FRNs)

Wholesale Lending

Consumer Loans

Short Term
instruments

Firms use LIBOR in a variety of ways, including indirectly where it could be used as part of
valuations (including instrument and firm)
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1. Discontinuation of IBOR
From 2014, the reform of major interest rate benchmarks has been on the global
agenda
“Since the financial crisis, Libor really has become the rate at which banks don’t lend to
each other.” Mark Carney, Governor, Bank of England, May 2018
Background
In July 2017, the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced a transition away from the London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) as the key interest rate index used in calculating floating or adjustable rates for loans, bonds, derivatives and other financial
contracts. The FCA’s intention is that, at the end of 2021, it would no longer be necessary to persuade, or compel, banks to submit to
LIBOR.

2019
Q1
FCA Speech on
LIBOR
transition
FCA Speech on
ending reliance
on LIBOR
BoE paper on
referencing
SONIA in new
contracts

Q2
Transition of
panel banks to
waterfall
technology
Working Group
statement on
progress on
adoption of
risk-free rates
in sterling
markets
FCA/PRA
feedback
following the
Dear CEO letter
on firms’
transition plans
BoE speech on
LIBOR
transition
BoE paper on
its risk
management
approach to
collateral
referencing
LIBOR

2020
Q3

Q4

Q1

BoE published
responses to its
“Conventions
for referencing
SONIA in new
contracts”
discussion
paper.

LMA exposure
draft of
reference rate
selection
agreement for
transition of
legacy
transactions to
risk-free rates

Firms to begin
streaming
executable
SONIA OIS
quotes to
development of
SONIA term
rates

Working
Group’s
Infrastructure
sub-group
published a
working paper
to aid in the
operational
processing of
loans

Q2
BoE WR on RFR
- conversion
mechanisms
consulted on
and developed
in Q2

BoE WG on RFR target of
term rate(s) produced
and made available to
use where appropriate
Derivative Pricing:
SONIA first before
LIBOR, where
possible

2021
Q3

Q4

Working Group expects SONIA term
rates to be live
Working Group
target for
cessation of
GBP issuance of
LIBOR based
products
maturing
beyond 2021

2021

Q1: expected
significant
reduction in
legacy LIBOR
exposure

End-2021: FCA
will no longer
compel or
persuade panel
banks to submit
LIBOR quotes

BoE WG on RFR
target GBP
issuance of
LIBOR cash
based products
maturing
beyond 2021
has ceased

Stock of LIBOR referencing contracts reducing, with periodic regulatory reporting
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Alternatives to LIBOR
Alternative Risk Free Rates (ARFRs) have been proposed by industry working
groups in each corresponding LIBOR jurisdiction.
Region

Rate

Administrat
or

Sterling
Overnight
Index
Average
(SONIA)

Bank of
England
(BoE)

Secured
Overnight
Financing
Rate
(SOFR)

Federal
Reserve Bank
of New York

Euro
ShortTerm Rate
(€STR)

European
Central Bank
(ECB)

Swiss
Average
Rate
Overnight
(SARON)
Tokyo
Overnight
Average
Rate
(TONA)

SIX Swiss
Exchange

Bank of Japan
(BoJ)

Type

Unsecured

Secured

Unsecured

Secured

Unsecured

Live

Description



 Existing market for SONIA-linked swaps with supporting
infrastructure
 Based on ~£40 bn daily transactions
 Transactions incl. bilateral & broker arranged overnight
unsecured transactions
 Volume-weighted trimmed mean



 Fully transaction based & robust underlying market
 Based on $700 bn daily overnight repo transactions (1000>
3 month $LIBOR)
 Close correlation with other money market rates



 Overnight unsecured fixed rate deposit transactions
over €1m
 Calculated for each TARGET2 day as a volume-weighted
trimmed mean to 3 dp
 ECB began publishing on 2 October 2019



 Secured rate reflecting interest paid on interbank
overnight repo
 Most liquid segment of CHF money market
 Based on actual transactions & binding quotes
 IOSCO Compliant



 Fully transaction based for uncollateralized overnight call
rate market
 BoJ calculates & publishes daily using data from money
market brokers
 High volume & diversity of participants with limited credit risk
component
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LIBOR vs Alternative RFRs
The characteristics of the new ARFRs are qualitatively & quantitatively different
from LIBOR & will pose challenges for the transition

LIBOR
Calculation
Methodology

ARFRs

 Forward looking estimate based on
c.12 submissions

 Backward looking trimmed mean based
on transactions

 11am London time

 Different times for each currency

Term
Structure

 7 rates from overnight to 12 months

 Overnight rates that provide a purer
read on a bank’s cost of funding & will
track a Central Bank’s policy rate more
closely

Credit
Premium

 Includes credit risk of unsecured
interbank borrowing

 Intended to act as a closer proxy to risk
free as they have no bank credit or
term premium embedded

Volumes

 Based on narrow range of contributor
banks & diminishing interbank lending
market

 Based on robust, very liquid underlying
markets & reflect large volumes of
actual transactions

Consistency/
Timing

 Quoted on the same basis & time for all
5 currencies

 Different methodology & publication
timelines for each currency

Administrator

 Private Sector

 Central Banks for the majority of
regions

Publication
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4. LIBOR Transition
SONIA and SOFR market liquidity
Swaps Trading Data on RFR(1)
Liquidity in RFR FRN market(3)

Corporate Activity
Entity
Associated British Ports
National Express
BMW

Product
Floating Rate Bond
RCF
Floating Rate Note

Benchmark
SONIA
SONIA
SONIA

Counterparty
NatWest
NatWest
HSBC

Date
May-19
Jul-19
Aug-19

Comment
Transitioned existing
First loan
First note issuer

Note: Data as of 29 November 2019
(1) Source: ISDA; (2) Nominal outstanding of swaps cleared through CCPs;
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Key Challenges
LIBOR Transition brings a number of significant challenges for firms, at a time when
existing regulatory and macro challenges are already significant.
Key Challenges

Getting buy-in

Widely used &
large o/s
contracts

RFRs are
constructed
differently

Market-wide
coordination

Uncertain
future of
LIBOR

1. There is no legal
or regulatory
mandate
• The outcome &
timetable are not
set out in
legislation
• Regulatory
intervention
• Endgame for LIBOR
is uncertain

Implications

• Transition strategy
& programme
plans
• Client awareness &
contract
renegotiation
• Delivery plans
should be flexible

2. LIBOR is deeprooted

• Transition touches
almost every part of
a financial services
group
• Large-scale
operational & IT
impacts should be
considered

Implications

• The programme
governance
structure is set-up
to include first,
second & third line
stakeholders
• Impact assessment
to understand usage
of LIBOR throughout
the organisation,
including direct and
indirect exposure

3. Strategic decision
making will be
needed against
uncertainty
• LIBOR transition will
affect a firm’s
product mix, the
behaviour of its
balance sheet & the
economics of the
underlying business

Implications

• Firms should
develop
sophisticated
scenario modelling
capabilities
• When will ARFR
products be
available to
transition to?

4. Management
information will be
challenging to
develop
• Management
information & key
performance
indicators
• Difficult to identify &
quantify the extent
of exposures

Implications

• Ensure the
completeness &
accuracy of trade
data
• Consider the areas
where MI is needed.
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IBOR Transition Impacts
The impact of IBOR transition is significant for firms. Impacts are broad, wide ranging, and
complex. Firms should be in a position to assess and quantify those impacts, and mitigating
actions.
Debt financing will be
widely impacted by the
transition from IBOR
along with hedging
strategies and in turn
KPIs and ratios

Accounting &
Tax
Impacts

Economics

Product
Design &
Development

Impacted
Products

Determine the product
types that are currently
using IBOR’s. The
alternative benchmark
will have a different risk
profile and this impacts
legacy contract structure
and new product design.

Systems,
Processes &
Controls

The transition will
necessitate changes to a
number of internal systems,
processes and controls
• Leases
within firms.
• Loans/Notes
• Intercompany
• Derivatives

Re-papering/
Re-contracting

Risk, Ongoing
Monitoring &
Reporting

• Unsecured and secured
facilities
• Revolving credit facilities

IBOR transition will
have significant impact
on accounting & in turn
tax

Legacy contracts and
future agreement will
probably need
updates/repapering to
ensure full recognition of
the changes in the RFR
and avoidance of any
dispute.

Proactive decision-making and
management of risks, issues and
dependencies will be key in
clearing the path for delivery and
will focus on identification of risks
and mitigating actions for legal,
economic, organizational and
technical risks

• Client Money
• Pensions
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6. Accounting Considerations
In addition to the wide-ranging business impact, transition away from IBORs is set to have a significant impact the accounting treatment for
products such as debt and derivatives, primarily hedge accounting of interest rate cash flows and instrument valuation techniques. A change in
benchmark will almost certainly generate fair value adjustments and consequently a fair value gain or loss.

Pre-transition

At and Post Transition

Hedge Accounting
The proposed phasing out of IBORs post 2021 raises questions
over the following IFRS hedge relationships requirements:
• Hedged cash flows are ‘highly probable’
• The hedge is expected to be highly effective / an economic
relationship exists – ‘prospective assessments’
• Where a risk component is the hedged item (e.g. IBOR
variation) then that component is ‘separately identifiable
and reliably measurable (SIRM)’

IASB Updates:
Entities should stop applying the proposed relief when the earlier
of the following occurs:
i.
the uncertainty around the timing and the amount of the
cash flows arising from IBOR reform is no longer present; or
ii.
the hedging relationship terminates.
In addition, entities are not permitted to apply the proposed relief
for hedging relationships designated after the RFR is separately
identifiable. Entities should apply the proposed amendments
retrospectively.
The effective date of the amendments is 1 January 2020 with
earlier application permitted. Disclosures are required.

Modification, derecognition
and classification

Valuation
and discounting

• IFRS may view a contract whose
terms have to be changed as a
new instrument.
• Key question – are the terms of
modified / replacement contract
substantially different from
terms of original? Typically a
quantitative and qualitative
analysis for liabilities (and often
analogised for assets).
• If an existing contract allows for
IBOR replacement without
changing terms then no need to
consider de-recognition.

• IBOR rates are often a key
component of discount rates used
in models to value financial and
non-financial items.
• Many IFRSs use fair values based
on these models or require fair
value disclosures (e.g. IFRS 9 and
IFRS 7).
• Other examples of IFRSs using
discount rates: IFRS 2 share
based payments; IFRS 3 business
combinations; IFRS 5 held for sale
assets; IFRS 15 revenue; leases
under IFRS 16 etc.

IASB Updates:
Phase II of the Exposure Draft addresses post-transition issues:
i) modification of debt due to the reform;
ii) changes to the hedge documentation due to hedged item, hedged risk
and hence the risk management objective; and
iii) new RFR as a non-contractual component designated as a hedged item.

IASB Timeline Considerations

May 2019:

Jun 2019:

Exposure Draft
published

Comment period
ended

Sept 2019:
Amendments to
Standards issued

Oct 2019:
Phase II begins

!?
EU endorse
amendments
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What firms are doing, and what are the priorities
Client Priorities

Challenges

Achieve senior level understanding, support
and sponsorship

• Convincing stakeholders of the scale and complexity
of IBOR Reform, and the need to understand the
impacts now

Shape and mobilise their delivery programme

• Engaging the right people across business divisions
and geographies
• Defining the role of the central / core programme
team – ‘thick’ vs ‘thin’

Complete the impact analysis

• Establishing the scenarios and assumptions
• Defining the scope, methodology, tooling and
technology
• Gathering and analysing the inputs and data needed
to complete the assessment
• Updating the impact analysis periodically

Stop the problem getting worse

• Updating fallback provisions for new trades / contracts
• Agreeing the timing of switching to products linked to
Alternative Risk Free Rates (ARFR)

Engage externally, monitor industry
developments and the response of clients and
competitors

• Lack of buy-side intent to move away from LIBOR
• Educating and managing customers
• Understanding how the market is responding to
conduct and competition issues
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Any questions?
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Upcoming ICAEW Financial Services webinars and events

Webinars
25 March 2020, 15:30 – 16:30, IFRS 17 update
26 March 2020, 10:30 – 11:00, Stress Testing
28 April 2020, 14:30 – 15:30, FRC and the Stewardship Code

Other Events
22 May 2020, ICAEW Financial Services Climate Change Conference

Take a look at our current 2020 schedule at icaew.com/fsfevents or email us at fsf@icaew.com for
more information
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Thank you for attending

Please take the time to fill out our short survey

Contact the Financial Services Faculty

.

 +44 (0)20 7920 8689
 fsf@icaew.com
 icaew.com/fsf

ICAEW will not be liable for any reliance you place on the information in this presentation.
You should seek independent advice.
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